
Transforming buildings through futuristic designs 

2D Facade | 3D Casting Facades | Premium Gates |
Perforated Panels| Privacy Screens



ABOUT SHIELD

Specializing in the design and production of high-
quality aluminum façades, premium gates and 

perforated panels for civil and industrial 
constructions

With a young management team and highly 
qualified personnel with 9 years of combined 

experiences, our company has quickly expanded 
its construction-related activities, demonstrating a 

solid understanding of the market’s needs



We aim to be the pioneer and have substantial contribution as a market leader in façades, 
fabrication and installation in global markets.

We strive to make a meaningful and sustainable impact to our customers by providing 
innovative, cutting-edge & market-leading services in designing and building architectural 

structures

We are committed to ensure safety and well being of employees and customers at all costs

OUR COMMITMENT



EXCELLENCE INTEGRITY NOVELTY

Be focused on 
becoming and being 

the best

Challenge the 
existing trend and 
develop futuristic 

products and 
designs

OUR VALUES

Be unwaveringly 
honest and forthright



THE EXECUTIVE TEAM

Gowtham Ravichandran
Founder & Director

Nandha Kumar
Production Head



Our ability to plan and organize even the most complex building works, along with quality 

controls at every stage, is the key to maximizing the efficiency of every single one of our 

projects.

OUR UNIQUENESS



OUR APPROACH

Early 
involvement and 

Co-ordination 
with project 

team to ensure 
lean 

construction 
process

Early analysis of 
effects of 
materials, 

techniques, 
schedules upon 
cost and time

Complete 
resource loaded 
schedule for the 

project

Designing, 
Development, 

Fabrication and 
installation

Prompt Service 
and Support

Guaranteed customer delight right 
from the word go



OUR PRODUCTS

TWO-D FAÇADES

THREE-D CASTING FAÇADES

PREMIUM GATES

PERFORATED PANELS

PRIVACY SCREEN



OUR OFFERINGS

Two Dimensional Facades

By overlaying elements of laser cut & Waterjet technics 
within a buildings envelope design you are instantly 
able to create a multi-dimensional effect which
draws the eye whilst perplexing your visual 
Definition, blurring and absorbing the true 
nature of outline on the building.



OUR OFFERRINGS

Perforated Panels

Our perforated metal panels is an excellent way to protect building 
exteriors or interiors while enhancing a structure's appearance

Can also be designed and used as privacy screens

Light weight, corrosion resistant, pliable and cost efficient



OUR OFFERRINGS

Three-Dimensional Casting Facades

With three-dimensional façade engineering you can totally transform a
buildings character, appeal and influence, turning the construction into
a venue rather than that of a simple building. By incorporating façade
elements that can twist and extrude outwards, all before plunge
downwards whilst still being contained within an exquisitely
engineered sub-structure of the building, you are able to open a
wealth of sculptural architectural opportunities.



Premium Gates
Premium Gates offered by Shield stances out amongst others because they blend flawlessly with its surroundings. They not only match 

the building installed with the gates But are a piece of eye-catching architectural work with high functionality and artistic value. The 

premium combined unit is the result of such an exclusive combination of technology and art. It is harmless, rust free, recyclable and 

weighs less.

. 

OUR OFFERRINGS



Machinery

S. No Description Model & make Machine Specification Quantity

1 CNC Laser Cutting Machine Bystronic, Switzerland 3KW, Minimum 1mm to Max 4 mm 
Thick in Aluminium 3 Nos

2 CNC Press Brake JFY, China 100 Tons, 3 Meter 1 No

3 CNC Turret Punch Press JFY, China 30 Tons, 32 Stations, 6 mm thick 1250 
x 2500 mm 1 No

4 Punching Machine Ashok Mfg. co 55 Tons up to 70 Dia till 3 mm 
thick Aluminium 1 No

5 Tool Room Size 3000 Sq ft of area CNC and VMC Each 1 No



GOWTHAM RAVI

+91 99431-35635 

gowtham@shieldind.in

CONTACT US


